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SAXOPHONE CONCERTO ///////////////////////////////////////////////////

GABRIEL PROKOFIEV

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Saxophone Concerto ft. Branford Marsalis
I. Largo – Andante Deciso – Molto Pesante (alla Hip-hop)
II. Scherzo – Con Moto
III. Largo Mesto
IV. Allegro Mechanico
Bass Drum Concerto ft. Joby Burgess
I. Lento Scuro (Bass War)
II. Largo Mesto (in the Steppes)
III. Allegro Moderato Leggiero (Four to the floor)
IV. Allegro Brilliante (May Speed)

[10.42]
[6.58]
[6.51]
[8.01]

[7.17]
[6.29]
[4.18]
[3.58]
[54.35]

Total timings:

Ural Philharmonic
Alexey Bogorad conductor

Before I started composing the saxophone concerto, I made a Skype call to Branford
to see if there was anything particular he was looking for in this new piece. His attitude
was very relaxed (in fact, he was lying on a sofa for most of the conversation). He was
keen for me to follow my instincts as a composer, but there was one thing that was
very important to him: melody. This is an unusual request for a contemporary
composition; the post-war backlash against traditional classical forms has made
melody an almost taboo subject for many composers, but I love melody and this was
an interesting challenge. So I decided that as well as connecting to contemporary
styles, I wanted to revisit older aspects of the classical tradition in this concerto in
order to give this instrument, that has been often been overlooked in classical music,
a more open canvas.
In many ways the story of Jazz, and the story of the musicians who created it, is
embodied in the saxophone, and this offers a composer a wealth of inspiration, whilst
simultaneously making it challenging to find the saxophone a new home in the ‘classical’
orchestra. I’m a huge fan of Jazz, but I wanted to write a ‘classical’ concerto, to show the
saxophone in a new musical form, and not compose the expected ‘Jazz Concerto’ with
conscious jazz references. However the instrument’s sonic association with jazz (and my
tendencies towards syncopated rhythms) meant that some connections to its motherstyle were inevitable, but importantly this came about in a natural and instinctive way.
What particularly attracts me to the classical concerto form is the interaction between
the soloist and the orchestra: we have a protagonist and a whole community of other
instruments; the options for how they interact are almost endless. The orchestra can act
as a single great entity: a force of nature or emotion against which the soloist expresses
him or herself, or, on the other end of the scale, individual instruments of the orchestra
can directly interact with the soloist and different relationships can form.

www.signumrecords.com
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In this concerto the saxophonist as a ‘journey-man’, going through a series of events,
challenges or emotional states. I haven’t followed a precise ‘programme’ or narrative, but
below are a few clues to some of the features of the concerto:
I. Largo con Tenerezza – Andante Deciso – Molto Pesante (alla Hip-hop)
The saxophone is trying to find its way, establish itself in this symphonic scene by
showing different skills and characteristics: jazz sensitivity, precise technique, streetwise
lyricism, muscular confidence. It converses and then battles against the orchestra,
building to a stand-off between orchestra and saxophone that evolves into a hip-hop
inspired section.

IV. Allegro Mechanico
The main idea for the final movement came to me when I was cycling through London’s
financial district. Noticing yet another set of shiny new tower-blocks just constructed –
more angular, futuristic lines reaching up to the skies – brought to mind recent thoughts
I’d had about our uncertain and increasingly mechanical future. The racing dystopian
texture and motifs of the 4th movement came to mind. This finale is a kind of wake-up call:
the saxophone’s part opposing an inexorable mechanical orchestral engine, driving to an
insistent five-beat time signature. It twice rises to a pounding, almost disco-punk climax.

II. Scherzo – Con Moto
This movement starts with the saxophone alone, playing shifting arpeggiated patterns,
partly inspired by Bach’s solo suites, but with a minimalist twist. These patterns soon
bounce against staccato clarinets and strings. Eventually the journey moves forward with
an insistent syncopated bass-line, with more lyrical contrapuntal lines weaving around it.
The virtuosic cadenza comes after increasingly florid conversations between the
saxophone, violins, trumpets and flutes.
III. Largo Mesto
I was going through a really tough time when I wrote the sketches that became this
movement: sadness, self-doubt, frustration and regret. The simple minor ostinato from
the violas keeps moving forward, with memories calling out in the woodwinds. Then
the saxophone joins with a sad song, which grows to a dissonant stifled cry in the high
register, then the violins continue the story around it. Later, the harp the opens the
door to a nostalgic (then regretful) middle section, with the bassoon passing its story
to the saxophone.
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BASS DRUM CONCERTO ///////////////////////////////////////////////////
Also known as the la Grancassa, basstrommel, and la Grosse Caisse – which can literally
be translated as ‘fat drum’ (or even ‘phat drum’) – the bass drum produces the lowest
frequencies of the orchestra, and is used to create some of the most thunderous climaxes.
It has never been considered as a ‘solo’ instrument or been given a concerto, and as it is
un-pitched and (on the surface) seems quite a limited instrument, that isn’t surprising.
A concerto for bass drum is by no means a gimmick however, and there are firm reasons
why it is deserving of such a work: the bass drum is one of the most ubiquitous instruments
of our time. Wherever I go in London I hear bass drums thumping out of people’s car
stereos, out of shops, and out of nightclubs and bars; the bass drum is everywhere. More
often than not it is the first sound you hear when you approach a club or music event; in
electronic dance music most producers obsess over the perfect bass-drum sound, and
though it might drive you crazy when its pounding through your walls at 4am when your
neighbours are having a party, it is one of the essential sounds of the 21st century.
In classical music the bass drum only gets occasional and simple use, but it has a serious
range of sonic possibilities, and with some experimentation many sounds emerge:
wooden ‘tocks’ and ‘clicks’ from hitting the rim of the drum; metallic snaps from striking
the metal lugs; whale-like moans through to rubbing the skin with a wet finger or superball (or friction mallet). Hitting the skin itself can give so much variety depending on what
type of mallet is used, where on the skin it is hit, how much the drum is dampened, and
what extras (such as chains) are placed on the skin. This concerto easily evolved into four
movements, all inspired by the range of sounds, colours and textures that the drum can
produce, as well as the rhythms, beats, power and energy it can generate.
The orchestra’s role is equal to that of the drum, and of course they carry the harmony and
melody, but the bass drum leads most of the melodic shapes. Joby Burgess can produce
several clearly differentiated tones, with the bass drum marked to help consistency. There
was a clear sense of musical journey for me in this concerto, drawn from the simple
6
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6

excitement of composing for a huge drum through to subconscious (and occasionally
conscious) influences from the often tumultuous events (such as the riots in London, the
Arab Spring) that happened across the world during its composition in 2011.
I. Lento Scuro (Bass War)
The (usual) dampening is removed to reveal the bass drum’s full bass and power in a
slow crescendo roll, followed by a sort of ‘bass-off’ between the drum and the low-end
of the orchestra. After this a chain is placed on the drum to give a grimy, aggressive
rumble (a dirty, metallic, snare effect), playing a ‘half-step’ groove. Finally the drum
rotates to reveal a gut string from its centre, which is bowed to give a ‘lion’s roar’.
II. Largo Mesto (in the Steppes)
The second movement is more contemplative, less dissonant with a slightly Russian,
modal/minor feel. Joby uses only his hands for the entire movement: gently tapping it with
his palms, fist and fingers; using thimbles on his fingers to create clicks and ticks on the
rims and lugs. The second half freezes to an open, non-vibrato strings chord, over which
Joby rubs the drum skin with a wet finger and a super-ball to create haunting moans and
sub-bass tones.
III. Allegro Moderato Leggiero (Four to the floor)
A concerto for bass drum wouldn’t be complete without a section dedicated to the
ubiquitous ‘thud thud thud thud’ beat of club music. Though rhythmically simple, the subtlety
is found in the way Joby alters the dampening of the drum, starting completely dead (just like
an electronic bass drum) before varying the tone. The orchestra play repetitive off-beat
chords (based on a corrupted B minor chord), starting with straight eighth-notes before
subtle varied triplets are introduced to play between a swinging and straight groove.
IV. Allegro Brilliante (May Speed)
This is a break-neck finale, in which Joby smacks the hell out of the drum with two
wooden sticks (reminiscent of Japanese Taiko drumming), and the orchestra play a
spiralling Hindemith-meets-hardcore continuously modulating melody.
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Saxophone Concerto was commissioned by Andrey Boreyko and the Naples
Philharmonic and Detroit Symphony Orchestra, and premiered by Branford Marsalis with
Naples Philharmonic, conducted by Andrey Boreyko, on 17 March 2016 at Artis Naples,
Florida, USA. Bass Drum Concerto was commissioned by Princeton Symphony and the
London Contemporary Orchestra (with support from the PRS Foundation for Music). It
was premiered by Joby Burgess with Princeton Symphony, conducted by Rossen
Milanov, in Princeton, New Jersey, USA, on 9 February 2012, with European Premier by
Joby Burgess with the London Contemporary Orchestra, conducted by Hugh Brunt on
3 March 2012, as part of Reverb2012 festival at The Roundhouse, London, UK.
Gabriel would like to thank the brilliant musicians who have given their time and
considerable talents to learning and interpreting my concertos. It’s been an exciting
journey. Thank you Branford, Joby, Alexey & everyone in the Ural Philharmonic. Jakob for
your patience and your very special sound, and Shamil for your great recording set-up and
effeciency. All the management team at Sverlorsk Philharmonic for their commitment and
support for this project, it would’ve been impossible without your help and incredible hard
work. Everyone else behind the scenes: Isaku, Alison Heather, in London. Roderick Ward,
Kathey, Maggie, Brian and the rest of the Marsalis team. Rika, Mel, Ichun, Dana and
Joanna @ Sozo Artists; Susanna Caetani @ Only Stage. David, Simon and Liam @ Mute
Song. The team at Signum Classics. Miguel Morte, Marcas Lancaster, Sam Mackay, Fred
Ireland for your listening ears. Andrey Boreyko, David Filner, and everyone at Naples
Philharmonic, and Erik Ronmark, Katie Curatolo and everyone at Detroit Symphony for the
commitment to my Saxophone Concerto. Simon Morrrison, Rossen Milanov and Princeton
Symphony; Hugh Brunt, Robert Ames and everyone at LCO for believing in the idea of a
Bass Drum Concerto. Bea & Graham for their help. My father Oleg for introducing me to
Jazz & contemporary music from a young age. All the rest of my family, and especially
Makila, Lutia, Dmitri & Cilka for their patience, love and tireless support.

8
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8

Branford would like to thank Harvey Pittel, Matthew Oberstein at Opus 3 Artists, and
David Gould & Andrew Hadro from Vandoren.
Joby would like to thank the many dedicated staff and musicians at Princeton
Symphony Orchestra, University of Princeton, Chicago Composers Orchestra and
London Contemporary Orchestra for their work in bringing this concerto into the world
during the Spring of 2012. My friends and colleagues at Adams Percussion, Grover Pro
Percussion, Mike Balter Mallets, Remo Percussion and Vater Percussion for giving me
the tools to perform ’solo’ bass drum. The wonderful staff and musicians of the Ural
Philharmonic for making my first visit to Russia such a joy. Lastly to Gabriel, for his
passion, perseverance and this truly inspiring score!
Alexey would like to thank Ural Philharmonic: every single musician in the orchestra!
Gabriel and all his creative talant, and our wonderful soloists.
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GABRIEL PROKOFIEV //////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Music for the Imagination. Music for the Modern Age.
Composing music that both embraces and challenges western classical traditions,
Gabriel Prokofiev has emerged as a significant voice in new approaches to classical
music at the beginning of the 21st century.

After completing his musical studies at Birmingham and York Universities, and
dissatisfied with the seemingly insular world of contemporary classical music, he
developed a parallel music career as a dance, grime, electro and hip-hop producer. This
background in dance music combined with his classical roots gives his music a unique
and truly contemporary sound.
Gabriel has built up a large body of orchestral and chamber works and has composed
seven concertos (three featuring turntables), as well as many electronic works, often
combining synthesisers and samples with classical instrumentation. His works have
been performed internationally by orchestras including Seattle Symphony, Detroit
Symphony, St Petersburg Philharmonic, Moscow State Symphony, BBC Philharmonic,
MDR Leipzig, Copenhagen Phil, Luxembourg Philharmonique, Buenos Aires
Filharmonica, Porto Symphony and Real Orquesta de Sevilla. Also, he frequently
collaborates with contemporary dancers and has worked with companies including
Stuttgarter Ballet, Rambert Dance, Bern Ballet, Shobana Jeyasingh, Birmingham Royal
Ballet, Alexander Whitley Dance and Gandini Juggling. In 2019, his first full-length opera
Elizabetta was premiered by Regensburg Opera in Bavaria.
Gabriel is also an events curator, producer and founder of the Nonclassical record label
and club night, home to a host of artists who defy conventions. Through Nonclassical, he
has been one of the leading proponents of presenting classical music in non-traditional
venues; and he regularly performs in East London nightclubs, warehouses and electronic
music festivals, often DJing and doing live remixes of the works just performed.
His music has also been performed at classic locations such as the Royal Albert Hall,
Tchaikovsky Hall in Moscow and Luxembourg Philharmonic Hall. He is published by
both Faber Music and Mute Song, and lives in Hackney, London, with his wife and
three children.
Gabrielprokofiev.com
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GABRIEL PROKOFIEV //////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Music for the Imagination. Music for the Modern Age.
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ALEXEY BOGORAD /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

BRANFORD MARSALIS /////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Alexey Bogorad is a resident conductor of
Moscow’s acclaimed Bolshoi Theatre, a position
he has held since 2011. His 2011 triumph at the
Lovro von Matacic International Conducting
Competition in Zagreb pushed him to the front
ranks of today’s generation of European
conducting talent.

Branford Marsalis has stayed the course. From
his early acclaim as a Saxophonist bringing new
energy and new audiences to the jazz art, he has
refined and expanded his talents and his
horizons as a musician, composer, bandleader
and educator – a 21st-century mainstay of
artistic excellence.

An experienced solo clarinetist and chamber
musician, Bogorad was a principal player of the
Bolshoi Theatre Orchestra from 1997 to 2011. In
addition, he was a soloist of Mikhail Pletnev’s
Russian National Orchestra from 2001 to 2012.

Classical music inhabits a growing portion of
Branford’s musical universe. A frequent soloist with
classical ensembles, Branford has become
increasingly sought after as a featured soloist with
such acclaimed orchestras as the Chicago, Detroit,
Düsseldorf, and North Carolina Symphonies and
the Boston Pops, with a growing repertoire that
includes compositions by Debussy, Glazunov,
Ibert, Mahler, Milhaud, Rorem and Vaughn Williams.

Maestro Bogorad performs as guest conductor at
various Russian opera companies and symphony
orchestras including the Russian National
Orchestra, the St. Petersburg Academic
Symphony Orchestra, and Perm Opera Theatre.
In 2013 he substituted for Valery Gergiev conducting the Mariinsky Theatre Orchestra
during the G20 Summit in St. Petersburg. In 2015 he was honored to conduct the piano
finals of the XV Tchaikovsky International Competition in Moscow, live-streamed by
Medici TV with more ten million viewers worldwide.
Since 2015 he has been guest conductor of the Ekaterinburg opera and ballet theatre.
In 2017 Nominated for the Russian National theatrical prize “Golden Mask”, and since
2018 appointed as Artistic director of “Boldinskaya Autumn” opera and ballet festival in
Nizhniy Novgorod theatre.

Some might gauge Branford Marsalis’s success
by his numerous awards, including three
Grammys and (together with his father and
brothers) his citation as a Jazz Master by the
National Endowment for the Arts. To Branford,
however, these are only way stations along what
continues to be one of the most fascinating and
rewarding journeys in the world of music.
Branfordmarsalis.com
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JOBY BURGESS ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

URAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA ////////////////////////////////////////

One of Britain’s most diverse percussionists, Joby is best known for his virtuosic, often
lissom performances, daring collaborations, extensive education work, and regularly
appears throughout Europe, the USA and beyond.

Founded in 1936, Ural Philharmonic Orchestra is based in Yekaterinburg, the fourth
largest city of Russia located on the Urals Mountains range which connects Europe and
Asia. Led by Maestro Dmitry Liss the Orchestra is widely recognized as one of the most
prominent symphonic groups in contemporary Russia and is a frequent performer at
major European venues and festivals. The Orchestra numbering 101 musicians is famous
for its intelligent performance culture and flexibility in acquiring new repertoire. It is a
leader in commissioning and performing contemporary music along with all major works
of the classical and romantic periods.

Joby commits much of his time to
his own projects, most notably
with the audio visual collective
Powerplant – a collaboration with
sound
designer,
Matthew
Fairclough and visual artist, Kathy
Hinde – where the worlds of
minimalism and electronica collide.
Powerplant has released albums
on Signum and nonclassical
featuring music by Steve Reich,
Gabriel Prokofiev, Graham Fitkin
and Max de Wardener.

www.sgaf.ru

Joby performs, records and
collaborates with artists including
Peter Gabriel, Will Gregory
(Goldfrapp), Dario Marianelli, Max
Richter, Sasha and Eric Whitacre. Joby can often be heard on major film and TV scores,
notably leading the percussion on Black Panther, The Darkest Hour, The Last Kingdom
and was featured on the score to Alex Garland’s Ex Machina. His extensive collection of
instruments is featured exclusively on Spitfire Audio’s Percussion Redux, recorded at the
world famous Air Lyndhurst Hall, London.
Jobyburgess.com
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First Violins
Markov Evgeny

Violas
Sokolova Lyubov

Concertmaster of the Orchestra
Honoured Artist of the Russian Federation

Concertmaster of the group

Shaposhnikova Oksana

2nd Concertmaster

Concertmaster of the group

Latsuk Elena

Zheleznyakov Evgeny
Voronkov Alexey
Assistant to the Concertmaster

Assistant to the Concertmaster
Honoured Artist of the Russian Federation

Grekova Irina
Aleksandrova Maria
Baranov Pavel Anatolyevich
Zakharova Svetlana
Govorova Marina Germanovna
Zvorygin Vladimir
Guselnikova Ekaterina Evgenevna
Zinchenko Vladimir
Alexander Zinchenko
Rodyukova Ulyana
Mesilova Tatyana Arturovna
Usanova Anna
Makarova Olga Yurievna
Fadeyev Dmitry
Maximova Yulia Viktorovna
Irina Rozhdestvenskaya
Cellos
Serebryanskaia Milana Vladlenovna Kabilkova Natalia
Concertmaster of the group
Sechina Marina Sergeevna
Honoured Artist of the Russian Federation
Horsheva Olga Alexandrovna
Akurenko Natalia
Shnyreva Elena Vladimirovna
2nd Concertmaster
Shirokova Galina
Second Violins
Assistant to the Concertmaster
Baranova Nadezhda
Zommer Olga
2nd Concertmaster
Zhulikova Yuliya
Sedletskaya Marina
Assistant to the Concertmaster
Kudinov Alexey
Batalina Anna
Mosalev Vadim
Berezina Elena
Polyakova Yekaterina
Chuprakova Maria
Sartakova Vera
Korotayeva Ksenia
Cherepanov Oleg
Zinchenko Svetlana
Lebedev Evgeny
Kuprina Elena
Shishkina Natalia
Kochkarova Alexandra
Double Basses
Lyangasova Anna
Usanov Dmitriy
Chumachenko Irina
Concertmaster of the group
Schennikova Lyudmila Grigorievna Gin Vasily
2nd Concertmaster

Kuprin Leonid
Assistant to Concertmaster

Karaulov Vladimir
Rozhdestvensky Anton
Chumachenko German
Yakovlev Dmitry
Dudkov Vasily
Flutes
Bushkov Timofey
Concertmaster of the group

Markul Maria
Lopatina Zhanna *
Regulator of the group

Oboes
Kudinov Alexander

Polikhach Anatoly
Kirshankov Artem †
Guselnikov Vladimir *
Trumpets
Kovalenko Pavel
Concertmaster of the group
Honoured Artist of the Russian Federation

Branford Marsalis appears courtesy of Marsalis Music

Shchennikov Vyacheslav
Morozov Vitaliy *

www.branfordmarsalis.com
www.jobyburgess.com
www.gabrielprokofiev.com

Trombones
Ivanov Yuriy
Concertmaster of the group
Honoured Artist of the Russian Federation

Thomson Viktor
Bekurashvili Ilya

Clarinets
Nechaev Yuriy

Concertmaster of the group
Honoured Artist of the Russian Federation

Concertmaster of the group

Harp
Lemishenko Veronika †

Assistant

Laureate of International competitions

Tuba
Solovey Oleg

Tikhonov Alexander

Group Concertmaster
Laureate of International Competitions

Bassoons
Postoev Andrey

Percussion
Magrychev Anton †

Concertmaster of the group
Shikov Mikhail *
Soloist
Laureate of National and International Competitions

Mayorov Andrey
French Horns
Pochtarev Rudolf
Concertmaster of the group
Polyakov Roman †
Assistant

P2019 Stopstart Music Ltd
Licensed to Signum Records
C2019 Signum Records

Laureate of International competitions

Regulator of the group
Laureate of international competitions
Kudinova Svetlana *
Konstantin Ostanin †

Smirnyagin Mikhail

Composed by Gabriel Prokofiev
Published by Mute Song Ltd.
Saxophone Concerto C2016
Concerto for Bass Drum C2012

Concertmaster of the group

Alekseev Andrey †
Assistant

Boznyak Maxim †
Shirokov Valery †
Yarkova Galina †
Laureate of International Festival
* Bass Drum Concerto only
† Saxophone Concerto only

Recorded in Sverdlovsk Philharmonic Hall, Yekaterinburg, Russia
on 22 & 23 August (Saxophone Concerto) and 25 August 2018 (Bass Drum Concerto)
Designed by Darren Rumney
Produced and Engineered by Jakob Händel
Assistant Recording Engineer – Shamil Gainetdinov
Sound Studio Management – Shamil Gainetdinov, Rostislav Turbin
Sverdlovsk Philharmonic General Manager – Alexander Kolotursky
Sverdlovsk Philharmonic Vice General Manager – Rustem Khasanov
Ural Philharmonic Orchestra Director – Semen Ryvkin
Local Project Leads – Natalia Chernega, Yulia Grigoryeva
Video production – Sofia Gunba, Anton Leontyev, Igor Ryazanov
Photography – Tatyana Andreyeva, Georgy Mamarin

SignumClassics,
Signum Records Ltd, Suite 14, 21 Wadsworth Road, Perivale, Middlesex, UB6 7LQ, UK.
+44 (0) 20 8997 4000 E-mail: info@signumrecords.com

www.signumrecords.com
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www.branfordmarsalis.com
www.jobyburgess.com
www.gabrielprokofiev.com
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SignumClassics,
Signum Records Ltd, Suite 14, 21 Wadsworth Road, Perivale, Middlesex, UB6 7LQ, UK.
+44 (0) 20 8997 4000 E-mail: info@signumrecords.com

www.signumrecords.com
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Audio Digisleeve 6pp for 2 Discs

front

back

Code: ADS06008
Visit our template library
b2bglobal.sonydadc.com

300 gsm cardboard
Scale 1:1
Bleed (min. 3mm)
Design Area (Logos and text have to be placed at least 3mm inside of cutting line.)
Cutting line

Folding line

7mm

8,5mm

136,5mm

138mm

ADS06008

138mm

125mm
124,5mm

10R

10R

250mm

HEAD TRAYSIDE
HEAD COVERSIDE
SIGNUMCLASSICS

SIGNUMCLASSICS
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

SAXOPHONE CONCERTO ft. Branford Marsalis
I. Largo – Andante Deciso – Molto Pesante (alla Hip-hop)
II. Scherzo – Con Moto
III. Largo Mesto
IV. Allegro Meccanico

GABRIEL PROKOFIEV SAXOPHONE CONCERTO / BASS DRUM CONCERTO

GABRIEL PROKOFIEV SAXOPHONE CONCERTO / BASS DRUM CONCERTO

125mm

1.

[10.42]
[6.58]
[6.51]
[8.01]

BASS DRUM CONCERTO ft. Joby Burgess
I. Lento Scuro (Bass War)
II. Largo Mesto (in the Steppes)
III. Allegro Moderato Leggiero (Four to the floor)
IV. Allegro Brilliante (May Speed)

[7.17]
[6.29]
[4.18]
[3.58]
[54.35]

Total timings:

Ural Philharmonic
Alexey Bogorad conductor

www.signumrecords.com
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P 2019 Stopstart Music
C 2019 Signum Records
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